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Prosodic grouping: Cues from timing and pitch
The phonetic realization of prosodic grouping includes aspects of timing, pitch, as well as 
segmental, voice quality and amplitude cues. 

Speech timing patterns are critical cues for perceived prosodic grouping 
 (Wightman et al. 1992)
 • Central to the study of how prosody encodes meaning at all levels of linguistic structure
 • Operationalized as objective interval duration (of, e.g., segments, syllables, silent pauses)

F0 cues are also recognized as important to grouping
 • Pitch accent scaling (Ladd, 1988; Féry & Truckenbrodt, 2005)
 • Phrase-initial reset (Jun, 2006; Lin & Fon, 2011)
 • Phrase accents and boundary tones (Beckman & Ayers Elam,1997)

There is some evidence that f0 cues may contribute less than those of timing 
  (Holzgrefe et al 2011, Hansson, 2003)  
 --> f0 cues left out of some grouping studies (Wagner & Crivellaro, 2010, Holsinger et al. 2010 )

However, the perception of pitch and time may not be independent
Perceived duration may di�er dramatically from measured duration: 
  • Dynamic f0 in speech can lead to longer perceived vowel duration (Yu, 2010; Cumming, 2011)
  • Non-speech research showing that pitch manipulations can alter perception of timing 
   (Crowder & Neath, 1995 ; Henry, 2011)
   • The auditory kappa effect (Cohen et al., 1954; Henry & McAuley, 2009; inter alia)  

Investigating F0/time interaction in a speech context
This study: 2 new experiments 
 • Modelled after studies on 
  auditory  kappa e�ect 
 • Used AXB kappa cell paradigm 
  (Shigeno, 1986; MacKenzie, 2007)
  - Sound events A and B  �xed in pitch space, 
  and in time relative to each other 
 - Only  intermediate event X changes, 
  in both time and pitch space.

 • Using speech stimuli (See also Brugos & Barnes, 2012):
  • String of 3 spoken numbers, parsable as “NN-N” or “N-NN” 
   • Single-word full intonational phrase (H* L-L%) resynthesized versions of the word one
    - From the same 302 ms. base recording, shifted in 1-semitone steps
   • Concatenated in 2 pitch change dirctions, descending and ascending
   • A set as the highest (or lowest), 8 semitones above (or below) B
   • X at 7 intermediate pitch steps
    - Placed at each of 10 time steps (410 to 590 ms.) after A
    - The X to B interval likewise shifted --> 2 silent intervals always totalled 1000 ms.
   • 4 repetitions of 70 resulting stimuli
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Experiment 1: The auditory kappa e�ect in a speech context
Methods: Subjects indicated whether X was closer in time to A or B
 • explicitly directed to ignore pitch  • 2 orders (ascending & descending), 2 groups of subjects (N=31)

Results: Subject responses based primarily on interval duration, but modulated by relative pitch. 
As with the kappa effect in non-speech studies, closer in pitch sounded closer in time.

Experiment 2: Perception of grouping
Methods: Subjects indicated whether X was “grouped” with A or B
 • no instructions concerning the signal itself • stimuli from descending order (1 group, N=14)
 

Results: When X was closer to A in pitch, subjects grouped X with A, closer to B cued grouping 
with B. Timing  affected responses strongly only for intermediate (i.e. ambiguous) pitch steps.

Conclusions: Quanti�cation of boundary strength based only on objective duration misses powerful cues from F0. 

A schematic example of the auditory kappa e�ect: 
The silent intervals (t1 and t2) are of equal duration, but t1 is 
perceived as shorter at left, longer at right.

 A schematic of the kappa cell paradigm for testing the 
auditory kappa e�ect for two pitch change directions: 
ascending (left) and descending (right). 

Sample stimulus �le: 
 A sequence of the spoken 
word one, from the descend-
ing direction condition. The 
f0 contour of the �rst one (A) 
is 8 semitones above the f0 
contour of the third one (B). 
The middle one (X) is set to 2 
st. below A. The silent 
interval between A and X is 
set to 590 ms.

Results of experiment 1: Timing perception modulated by pitch Results of experiment 2: Grouping perception dominated by pitch
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Results may shed light on mismatches of durational patterns and phrasing perception
 • Jumps in pitch across pauses may signal stronger boundaries
 • Steady pitch may signal a weaker boundary

 --> Pitch and timing may be in a cue trading relationship (Beach, 1991)

Results also parallel findings from duration studies characterizing boundary strength as 
inherently relative, and gradiently variable (Wagner & Crivellaro, 2010)
 • Pitch change across phrases may be gradiently implemented
 • May reflect cross-IP patterns that current systems of categorical pitch event labels 
  (e.g., ToBI) are not designed to capture.

The auditory kappa e�ect:
In sequences of tones and silent 
intervals, pitch di�erences among 
tones can distort perception of timing 
such that tones closer in pitch are also 
perceived as closer in time. 
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Identical stimuli used in both experiments: Only the tasks di�er
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t1: distance between A and X in ms. t1: distance between A and X in ms.

X pitch step size 
from A in st.

X pitch step size 
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